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“Bedi had placed his country firmly on the victory path”:  Times of India 
 
Bishen Bedi, India v Australia, Third Test, Delhi, December 1969 
 
When Sam Loxton was appointed manager for the Australian tour of India of 1959-60, Lindsay 
Hassett in an after-dinner speech joked: “I advise [Prime Minister] Mr Menzies to have Army and Navy 
standing by.  A week after Sam gets to India war is bound to break out.”  In fact that tour was a 
success, as K.N. Prabhu recalled for the Times of India ten years later after the 1969-70 series:  
 

“At a valedictory function to mark the end of the 1959-60 Australian tour of India, Richie 
Benaud removed his tie and blazer and presented them to his opposite number, G S 
Ramchand.  It was a typical Benaud gesture, theatrical but sincere in its effect, as it conveyed 
his feelings that he had enjoyed the series.  How different it was towards the end of 1969!  No 
such courtesies were exchanged when the Madras Test ended two days before schedule.  
Lawry and his men packed their bags and left without much fanfare in batches to spend the 
New Year in Bombay en-route to South Africa.” 

 
 
The 1969-70 tour was wracked by disturbances and tensions, affecting both sides.   Rioting broke out 
during the First Test at Bombay when Srinivas Venkataraghavan was given out.  Hessian borders 
were set on fire and smoke drifted across the ground but Bill Lawry insisted play should continue.  
Johnny Gleeson was knocked to his knees by a bottle which struck him behind the ear as the 
Australians were escorted off the pitch when play ended, and Lawry was hit by a wicker-chair thrown 
from the pavilion balcony
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. Calcutta was unsettled by violent clashes between rival communist groups: 

the Naxalites, a movement with allegiance to Peking seeking to copy Mao’s seizure of land for the 
peasantry, and the longer-established Marxist party.  Tension was heightened when the left-wing 
press in Calcutta mistakenly reported that Doug Walters, called up for national service, had fought for 
“the American imperialists” in Vietnam.   
 
The Fourth Test began in a tinder-box atmosphere.  False rumours about 20,000 tickets being 
available for the fourth day for those who queued overnight lit the touch-paper.  Just after dawn the 
truth emerged that most would not get a ticket.  People at the back of the queue pressed forward, the 
police pushed them back, and a pitched battle erupted.   Six people were killed and almost one 
hundred injured.  When play resumed India collapsed.  Overnight their hotel was attacked and the 
next day, as Australia knocked off a few runs to win, bottles rained down from the stands and 
spectators were forced onto the field.  The focus of the crowd’s discontent was the Indian captain, 
Nawab of Pataudi junior, who ironically was protected by Lawry, together with Keith Stackpole, when 
they left the field at the end of the match. 
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   In a radio broadcast just before Australia left home Don Bradman, now Chairman of the Board of Control, proclaimed, “We 

fervently believe that cricket is a game unrivalled in its capacity to harmonise the peoples of two countries on a common level.”  
During the tour, Eric Freeman, Australian bowler, picked up a rock hurled into the tourists’ coach saying: “I am going to give this 
to Don Bradman as a memento of the spirit of harmony.”   



The behaviour of Australian captain Bill Lawry also inflamed the Indian supporters.   Injudicious 
temper tantrums on the pitch at Bombay, appearing to push over a photographer at Calcutta and 
“ungentlemanly finger signs to crowds” (reported by tour manager Fred Bennett) indicted Lawry in 
Indian eyes.  Stones were thrown onto the pitch after Lawry hit the winning runs in Calcutta.  Matters 
got worse in the following tour match against South Zone at Bangalore.  Chasing 200 Australia fell to 
53 for eight, whereupon Lawry indulged in time-wasting tactics, prompting another riot and the use of 
the cricket field as a repository for fruit waste (coconuts, apples and oranges).  This riot led to 
suggestions that the Fifth Test at Madras should be called off.  Bennett, who had made a large 
donation on his own initiative on behalf of the Australian Cricket Board (ACB) for victims of the 
Calcutta riot, accepted Indian assurances that all would be well.  And, indeed, the Australians were 
cheered to and from the Madras ground.  Only Lawry attracted censure: when he faced the bowling 
the crowd hissed and booed, but fell silent for the other Australian batsmen. 
 
Against a fraught background, the tourists took a lead into the Third Test at the Feroz Shah Kotla 
ground in Delhi.  Australia had won at Bombay and the Second Test at Kanpur was drawn, Gundappa 
Viswanath scoring a century on his Test debut.  On the eve of the Third Test Lawry light-heartedly 
said “If we win the toss we will win the match.  I hope to go fishing [in the River Jamuna at nearby 
Okhla] before the scheduled close of the match.”  Pataudi reposted; “I don’t think Lawry will have 
much time for fishing.”  Lawry did win the toss at Delhi and Australia batted, scoring 296.  Towards 
the end of the second day India looked well placed on 176 for two but lost two late wickets to close on 
183 for four.  The next day the spinners had a bumper catch.  Evidently, dew had seeped through the 
covers leaving one end offering lavish turn. The last six Indian wickets were reeled in for 40 runs; 
Ashley Mallett chief baiter with 5 for 19 (6 for 64 altogether).  Australia, with a 73 run lead, fared little 
better.  Lawry stayed at the bad end as much as possible and carried his bat for 49.  Even so, his 
sided were netted for a mere 107 by Erapalli Prasanna (5 for 42) and Bishen Bedi (5 for 37).  India 
needed 181 runs to win, and had 40 minutes to face on the evening of the third day.  They moved 
slowly to 13 without loss and Farokh Engineer appealed against the light.  Rejected, he unwisely 
pulled Mallett high to deep square leg where Graham McKenzie took a well-judged catch.  Following 
Venkataraghavan’s failure in the role in the first innings, India turned to Bedi as nightwatchman.  
Bishen joined Ashok Mankad and saw out the day.       
 
“Third Test heading for a stirring finish - The faint of heart, keep off from the Kotla on Tuesday!” 
warned the Times of India.  “Victory is certainly going to be no easy thing” proclaimed The Hindu.  
The next day the ground was packed.  The series was wildly popular.  Daily attendances for the Tests 
reached 50,000 with many more thousands unable to be accommodated.  Every run that morning was 
vociferously cheered.  Only five had been acclaimed when Mallett silenced the crowd by bowling 
Mankad for seven.  India were 18 for two and facing a crucial period.  Farokh Engineer remembered 
Indian batting collapses as the root cause of defeats around this time.  In the three Tests India had 
hosted against New Zealand a couple of months before, the collapses had been spectacular: 44 for 
one to 86 for seven in the Second Test; 21 for one to 50 for nine in the Third.  Having seen India fold 
in the First Test and in the first innings here, the press were rather elated when Australia slumped to 
107 all out.  They enjoyed reporting a batting collapse by a team other than India. 
 
With the crowd on tenterhooks and Australian giving no quarter, Bedi settled for calm defence.  He 
took half an hour to get off the mark. 
 

“Bedi’s batting was governed by no other virtue than that admirable trait, tenacity of purpose.  
In the process, he also displayed a straighter and broader blade than many seasoned 
campaigners and with his head down and body well behind the ball he might well have been a 
coaching model for the thousands of youngsters present on this pleasant day” (Times of 
India).   

 
Bishen briefly lost his composure ten minutes after getting off the mark.  Attempting a sweep off 
Mallett he misjudged the length and edged.  The ball cleared the heads of the close-in fielders.  That 
was the only blemish in his innings.  The morning session was a stiff struggle (The Hindu) but Ajit 
Wadekar and Bedi fought to the brink of lunch.  Just before the break, Lawry astutely tempted Bedi by 
bringing in more close fielders and leaving mid on vacant. Bedi succumbed.  Attempting runs into the 
gap he swung at a slower ball from Connolly and was bowled. 



   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bishen scored a “priceless 20” (Illustrated Weekly of India).  His persistence in staying with Wadekar 
for almost two hours to add “43 precious runs and dash all hopes of a triumphant breakthrough” 
(Times of India) navigated India through the decisive period and “restored India’s fortunes” (Times).  
After lunch, Wadekar and Viswanath took charge and India won without further loss.  Cue wild 
celebrations.  Fireworks were let off in the outfield.  The delirious crowd insisted on the team making a 
victory parade around the boundary.  Parliamentarians, abandoning government business and turning 
a deaf ear to repeated peals of quorum bells, cheered in Central Hall in front of television sets.   
Prasanna warmly recalled; “the win was a great morale booster for India.”  The victory was attained 
after conceding a first innings lead.  This was especially significant in India, as domestic first-class 
games ending in a draw were decided by that criterion.  Indeed, teams focussed on gaining a lead as 
the best route to victory.   So, to win a Test from behind was remarkable.  The series was squared.                   
     
McKenzie, enroute to 6 for 67, mowed down India in Calcutta, clipping them to 22 for three on the first 
morning, from which they could not recover.  In the Fifth Test, Australia won the toss and, with Doug 
Walters leading the way with 102, totalled 258.  India conceded a first innings lead of 95 but Prasanna 
broke the back of Australia’s batting.  At 24 for six, a home victory to draw the series was in prospect.  
Poor fielding let down India.  Engineer twice missed taking Redpath who then went on to rally 
Australia to 153 all out with a splendid 63.  Engineer had also missed an easy chance in the first 
innings to stump Walters.  Chasing 249 to win, Wadekar and Viswanath added 112 for the third 
wicket.  However, when their partnership was broken India collapsed again, slipping to 171 all out, 
and losing the series 3-1. This was to turn out to be the last Test series Australia would win in India 
for 35 years.  
 
Vijay Merchant, Chairman of Selectors, had opted at the start of the Indian summer for a policy of 
concentrating on youth.  Players and commentators from both sides agreed the Indian selectors 
panicked after the First Test, dropping the experienced Chandu Borde, Dilip Sardesai, Rusi Surti and 
Syed Abid Ali, as well as having ignored Motganhalli Jaisimha and Salim Durani.  The Board then 
indulged in “unnecessary experiments” for the rest of the series. Prasanna thought at one point he 
and Bedi were the only certainties to be selected.  Wadekar was chosen to succeed Pataudi who was 
sacked as captain after the series.  He made sure his squad for the tour of the West Indies in early 
1971 included Sardesai
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, Durani, Abid Ali and Jaisimha.  India won that series, starting a wonderful 

sequence of victories under Wadekar’s leadership.              
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   Of the four Sardesai was sorely missed.  In the 1969-70 Indian season he averaged 87.66 for Bombay.  In the West Indies 

Tests in the 1971 tour he scored 212, 150, 112 and 75 on the way to an aggregate of 642 runs at average of just over eighty.    

Australia 296 & 107 and India 1
st
 innings 223  

 
India 2

nd
 Innings (overnight 13-1: Mankad 2, Bedi 0) 

 
FM Engineer  c McKenzie b Mallett     6  
AV Mankad  b Mallett       7 
BS Bedi   b Connolly    20 
AL Wadekar   not out    91 
GS Viswanath   not out    44  
   Extras        13 
      ----- 
   Total (3 wickets; 80.4 overs)    181 
 
   FOW:  1-13, 2-18, 3-61 
 



The Delhi defeat prompted the Sydney Morning Herald headline “One that got away”.  Bill Lawry, 
unusually for a touring captain, gave The Hindu a detailed account of the series.  “The Lawry Side of 
the Story” was published on 29th and 30th June 1970.  In talking of the First Test and the Third, 
Lawry said:   
 

“The fans are excitable, boisterous and knowledgeable.  They invariably take transistor radios 
to the ground and this adds to the incessant din in the outer … it was those transistors that 
indirectly caused the riot on the 4

th
 day of the [First] Test.  [Venkataraghavan was given out 

caught behind], but a radio commentator said he hadn’t hit it and should be recalled to the 
wicket.  Venkat himself looked as though he thought the decision was dubious and by the 
time he reached the pavilion his name was being chanted and the crowd was urging the 
umpires to recall him … We had then ventured to the capital New Delhi [for the Third Test] full 
of confidence only to be out-batted and out-bowled and generally humbled by India.” 

 
 
Lawry had strong complaints to make to the ACB about the arrangements made for the tour.  The 
Board booked the team into poor hotels, which Chappell remembered angered the players who knew 
there were plenty of fine hotels in India
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.  The ACB itinerary was a dreadful hotchpotch of tiring 

journeys.  Mallett recalled the team was in a dark mood throughout.  Lawry convened a meeting to 
draft a letter to the ACB listing the many grievances of the players.  Chappell and Redpath wanted 
everyone to sign the letter, but Lawry decided to be sole signatory, a decision for which he paid with 
his captaincy:  “I felt that I alone had to make the point.  It was my responsibility.  I was captain.  In 
hindsight I can see that it rebounded on me, but at the time I felt I was doing the right thing.”  The 
disdain with which the players felt treated by the ACB was a glimmer of an approaching storm. 
 
 
“Greatbatch and Snedden were still there at lunch, 220 for 5, the England challenge had been 
met and turned back”:  New Zealand Herald 
 
Martin Snedden, New Zealand v England, Second Test, Auckland, February 1988 
 
In contrast to the excitement of Lawry’s visit to India, England’s trip to New Zealand was mundane.  
All the pitches used were lifeless, yielding three draws.  The contest at Auckland was, according to 
Wisden, “one of the most soulless Test matches of recent history.”   England captain, Mike Gatting 
was uninspired; “when bowlers of Graham Dilley’s pace can’t get the ball above stump height, it is a 
bit of a farce.”  Dead pitches, as well as small crowds, had prompted Martin and Jeff Crowe to 
demand Tests be moved away from Eden Park.   
 
Notwithstanding this criticism it was the match at Auckland that offered England a prospect of victory.  
In the morning of the fourth day England were dismissed for 323 to lead by 22 runs after the first 
innings.  The New Zealand openers erased the deficit by lunch and, taking full advantage of dropped 
catches by slumbering fielders, they moved the score to 117 after tea.  A draw seemed inevitable.  In 
the evening session, England breathed life into the match by taking three wickets for two runs.  An 
hour later and the umpire further revived the contest’s soul, dampening Martin Crowe’s spirit with a 
poor leg before decision, just as the batsman seemed to be finding form.  Ken Rutherford was sent 
back to the pavilion in sharp fashion, leaving New Zealand on 153 for five.  Martin Snedden then 
arrived as nightwatchman to join debutant Mark Greatbatch and they prevented further excitement. 
 
“Quite suddenly New Zealand were in trouble” judged Christopher Martin-Jenkins.  Mike Gatting told 
the Times he was full of hope, rather fancying England’s chances of gaining the final breakthrough 
with the new ball, due in four overs.  When play started on the final morning Greatbatch and Snedden 
dug in, “playing straight and steadily, with no frills”.  Dilley and the new ball were confronted with 
“uncompromising bats that seemed a yard wide and without any edges” (New Zealand Herald).  The 
new ball repelled, Snedden carried on stolidly.  John Emburey bowled accurately but his probing 
brought no reward against stubborn batting.   After an hour the pitch had worn out the bowlers and no 
chances had been given.   
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   Poor hotels for Pakistan in England and Australia in India here recall a story told by Percy Fender.  Arriving in Weston-

super-Mare to captain Surrey in the festival game, he complained to the hotel manager about the size of the rooms, saying 
there was not enough room to swing a cat.  “Very sorry, Sir”, came the demure reply, “I didn’t realise you were down here for 
the cat-swinging.”   



 
That morning Greatbatch and Snedden suffocated the match.  “Once they had taken their partnership 
into the afternoon session, the game was over” (Guardian). In the afternoon they started the burial.  
Snedden fell midway through the session having helped to take the lead beyond 200, when David 
Capel, perhaps under-used by Gatting, had him caught behind down the leg-side.  Snedden had 
batted for almost three hours and the fight was gone from the match.  John Bracewell and Ian Smith 
administered the last rites. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Wisden hailed Greatbatch’s effort as an innings of great application and judged all three of his 
partners had played significant roles.  New Zealand Herald agreed, praising the noble assistance from 
Snedden, Bracewell and Smith.  The morning session was acknowledged to be decisive.  The Third 
Test at Wellington was also drawn after New Zealand, on a pitch bare of grass “and almost bare of 
hope for the bowlers” (Wisden), amassed 512 for six.  Mercifully perhaps, rain prevented play on the 
last two days.  England equalled their record of playing thirteen Tests without a win.  The sequence 
was extended by another five matches by the West Indies in 1988; ended when Jack Russell made 
his Test debut against Sri Lanka.       
 
Martin Snedden achieved fame as a statuesque nightwatchman.  He remained on six for 94 minutes 
against Australia in March 1990
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 and at Trent Bridge spread a scoreless innings over three days.  All 

was not soporific, however.  Eden Park may not have had many fans but Martin Snedden, for one, 
has fond memories.  Playing there for Young New Zealand against Derek Robins XI in March 1980 
Snedden learned he was one of three debutants chosen for the three-month senior tour to Australia.   
He was sent in as nightwatchman after hearing the announcement.  The next day Martin set about 
demonstrating the selectors’ wisdom.  “Snedden played his way in, with bells on … and eagerly 
grasped the chance of being nightwatchman.  By the middle of Saturday afternoon he had been 
promoted to general manager for he had put together 69 runs in a shade over three hours of very 
diligent batting” (New Zealand Herald).  The innings remained his highest first-class score. 
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   Dick Brittenden maintained the barren spell lasted 102 minutes, as eight minutes elapsed while a replacement ball was 

searched for. 

New Zealand 1
st
 innings 301 and England 1

st
 Innings 323  

 
New Zealand 2

nd
 Innings (overnight 154-5: Greatbatch 6, Snedden 0) 

 
TJ Franklin  b Dilley     62 
JG Wright   c French b Radford    49 
JJ Crowe   lbw b Dilley      1 
MD Crowe  lbw b Jarvis    26 
MJ Greatbatch   not out  107 
KR Rutherford  b Emburey      2 
MC Snedden  c French b Capel    20 
JG Bracewell  lbw b Gatting    38 
IDS Smith   not out    23  
   Extras        22 
      ----- 
   Total (7 wickets declared; 169 overs)   350 
 
   FOW:  1-117, 2-119, 3-119, 4-150, 5-153, 6-232, 7-296 
 



       
“Croft, White and Giles kept admirably cool heads to weather the final storm”: Wisden 
  
Robert Croft, Sri Lanka v England, Second Test, Kandy, March 2001 
 
In marked contrast to the Eden Park, Kandy in March 2001 was an “exemplary pitch that encouraged 
strokeplay, rewarded seam and took spin, yet never broke up” (Wisden).  The surface might have 
been excellent, but discipline was poor; fingers being waved in the air by players instead of the 
umpires
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 as a sequence of lamentable decisions threatened to undermine the match.  “BC Bats for 

England” screamed one local newspaper headline, as BC Cooray reprieved Nasser Hussain twice 
from clear bat and pad catches and gave Graeme Hick two lives (actually to no loss as Hick got the 
duck he seemed intent on collecting).  Fifteen poor decisions were made, both umpires being 
indicted, and inevitably tempers boiled over.  Ironically, on Poya Day, a period of peace for the largely 
Buddhist population, match referee Hanumant Singh fined and suspended Sanath Jayasuriya for 
dissent, and issued severe reprimands to Mike Atherton and Kumar Sangakkara. 
 
Through all this controversy an exciting Test match emerged.  Sri Lanka had won the first match at 
Galle by an innings, but here at Kandy, England’s lower order wrestled Sri Lanka’s accurate attack to 
establish a 90-run first-innings lead.  Then fine new ball bowling and the umpire’s blindness towards a 
bump ball from which Jayasuriya was given out reduced Sri Lanka to three for three.  Feverish batting 
produced boundaries and wickets.  Sri Lanka ended the third day effectively eight for six, and an 
England victory loomed large.  First, an elephantine sight hoved into view on the fourth morning, as 
the traditional Perehena procession featured four highly decorated beasts and expressed hopes for a 
recovery from the hosts.  Sangakkara, as so often since, and Kumar Dharmasena heightened the 
festive mood with a magnificent batting display, adding 93 runs.  Sangakkara fell to a well-worked 
ruse from captain Hussain and Croft, but his example encouraged the tail to support Dharmasena.  
Eventually, England were set a tricky target of 161 to win.  Chaminda Vaas dismissed Atherton and 
Marcus Trescothick in the same over.  Hussain and Graham Thorpe added 61 but both were back in 
the pavilion before the close, bringing Robert Croft to the crease as nightwatchman with England 89 
for four.  Play ended a couple of runs later. 
 
A match for so long seemingly destined for an English victory was now in the balance, 70 being 
needed with six wickets remaining.  Dav Whatmore, the Sri Lankan coach was delighted; "I was really 
pleased to see some of the old Sri Lankan fight with the bat today. It's very close now and there is 
going to be a lot of pressure tomorrow. I think it will come down to which team holds their head."  
Sangakkara thought; "I think it is balanced evenly, although perhaps a bit over to the English side. 
But, if we take a couple of wickets tomorrow morning that will definitely change."   
 
Robert Croft began the day playing positively and straight, pushing singles to prevent stagnation.  
However, Sangakkara’s hopes were realised when, after adding six singles, Stewart was judged leg 
before to Vaas, although the ball apparently pitched outside leg stump. Croft continued soundly, 
driving Vaas cleanly through extra cover for the day’s first four.  Hick, on the other hand was nervous.  
Sangakkara missed a chance from his inside edge when he was on three.  Hick stuck at it for half-an-
hour and managed a couple of boundaries before he was bowled prodding at Jayasuriya.  The Times 
thought that now, with England on 122 for six, there had to be a partnership between Craig White and 
Croft, otherwise “England’s goose would be cooked.”   
 
Initially, White struggled against Muttiah Muralitharan, but Croft carried on, largely secure, though he 
unwisely tested the umpire’s vision by going right back to a ball which rapped him on the pad only just 
outside the line.  Eventually, White settled, using the sweep effectively against Muralitharan, and 
catching Croft’s habit of scampering singles. The pair knocked off half the runs England needed, but it 
was a slow tense business.  Only 20 runs came from 15 overs of probing spin, punctuated by fierce 
shouts to the umpires.  Dharmasena, brought on for his first spell, tossed one up to Croft.  Playing 
well forward for some spin, Robert missed a straight ball and was given leg before.  He had batted 
almost two hours for a crucial 17 runs.  “Runs many times more than their intrinsic worth” assessed 
Christopher Martin-Jenkins, who would have given the man of the match award to Croft for his all-
round performance.   
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    Reluctant umpires are a bane.  Having had Roly Jenkins wheeling away his spin at his end for most of the day, the umpire 

sympathised when he saw Roly massaging a sore finger.  Roly retorted, “I’ll borrow the one you’re not using.”  



Nineteen runs were still needed.  Ashley Giles might have been given out three times in the first over 
he faced from Muralitharan. In a tense finish, appeals from close-in fielders preyed alike on the 
umpires’ uncertain authority and the batsmen’s peace of mind.  An edged four past the wicket-keeper 
took England to the verge, and White’s square cut took them over the line.  Hussain thought it was a 
very good Test match for nerves and excitement, the win bringing as much relief as enjoyment.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The excitement was not over, for the Third Test at Colombo four days later was also a thriller.  The 
heat was oppressive - Graham Thorpe reckoned he had never played in such draining conditions - 
and the match was tense.  On the third day, 22 wickets fell.  Vaas took five of them, the other being a 
run out, as England fell from 175 for 4 to 249 all out in the morning, merely eight runs ahead.  The 
afternoon stunned Sri Lankan supporters who watched as their side was dismissed for 81.  England 
struggled to make the 74 required, but got home with four wickets left.  The win completed a 
remarkable comeback for England who took the series 2-1.  Hussain paid tribute to the coach, 
Duncan Fletcher, for a hardened England performance. 
 
The Third Test was notable too for the high standard of umpiring.  Asoka de Silva drew praise from 
everyone, but this did nothing to quell the debate from the Second Test.  Both coaches called for 
umpires to have greater access to technology.  The ECB, while calling for neutral umpires, sought 
better training and education for umpires so that standards would improve.  The ICC response was 
quixotic: initially considering a ban on televisions inside grounds so spectators and players would not 
see poor decisions; then suggesting umpires should have the power to send off players; and, finally 
(perhaps rather hypocritically) urging doing away with the “old boy’s network” for officials.  Some 
sense descended eventually when the elite panel of umpires was established in 2002 providing two 
independent officials for each Test.   
 
  

Sri Lanka 297 & 250 and England 1
st
 Innings 387  

 
England 2

nd
 Innings (overnight 91-4: Stewart 2, Croft 1) 

 
MA Atherton  c Sangakkara b Vaas   11 
ME Trescothick  lbw b Vaas    13 
N Hussain  c Sangakkara b Vaas   15  
GP Thorpe  c Sangakkara b Muralitharan   46 
AJ Stewart  lbw b Vaas      7 
RDB Croft  lbw b Dharmasena    17 
GA Hick   b Jayasuriya    16 
C White    not out    21 
AF Giles    not out      4  
   Extras        11 
      ----- 
   Total (7 wickets; 71.1 overs)    161 
 
   FOW:  1-24, 2-25, 3-86, 4-89, 5-97, 6-122, 7-142 
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